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Persian Historiography of Kashmir during the Ǧahāngīr Period I:＊  
The Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr
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The Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr is an abridged chronicle of Kashmir composed 
by an anonymous author during the period of the fourth Mughal emperor 
Ǧahāngīr. It includes accounts of the legend of Kashmir’s creation, the deeds 
of rulers from Gonanda I to Sultan Šams al-Dīn II in 1538, and Akbar’s 
annexation of the valley in 1586. This work is most likely identical with 
the Persian abridged history of Kashmir mentioned by François Bernier in 
his travelogue. In my 2011 paper, I assumed this work was abridged from 
Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s Persian translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs completed in 
1618, which Ḥaydar Malik relied on in writing his Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr. However, a 
perusal of the manuscript of the Bodleian Library, Fraser 160, reveals that this 
work is identical to Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation, whose text is later than 
that of the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr.

After the introduction, in section 2, based on this new finding, I reconstruct 
the processes of textual transmission from the Rājataraṅgiṇīs to Ḥaydar 
Malik’s Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr, in which the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr is re-located in the 
process of the textual transmission as an abridged text from a revised edition 
of Muḥammad Šāhābādī’s Persian translation completed in Akbar’s lifetime.

In section 3 then, I present the collated text of the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr 
with annotations on variants.
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1. Introduction

Immediately after the third Mughal emperor Akbar’s (r. 1556–1605) first royal visit 
to Kashmir in 997/1589,1) he received a manuscript of the Sanskrit chronicles of Kashmir, 
the Rājataraṅgiṇīs of Kalhaṇa, Jonarāja, Śrīvara, and Śuka. Interested in its contents, 
the emperor ordered it translated into Persian. A Muslim intellectual named Mullā Šāh 
Muḥammad Šāhābādī began the translation in mid-July, completing it within a couple of 
months with the help of Kashmiri pandits (AA: 1, 116; 578; KRT_P: 46).2) Two years later, 
‘Abd al-Qādir Badā’ūnī,3) a Muslim chronicler who fulfilled a central role of the translation 
project at Akbar’s court, revised and simplified Šāhābādī’s original translation (MT: 2, 374; 
Rizvi 1975: 218–219; Abbas 1987: 75). Šāhābādī’s Persian translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs 
or Badā’ūnī’s revision was referred to by a number of historians of the period who used 
Persian in composition including Abū al-Faḍl, Niẓām al-Dīn Aḥmad, Ṭāhir Muḥammad 
Sabzawārī, and Firišta. They relied heavily on the translation in composing the parts on 
the history of Kashmir in their chronicles (Ogura 2011: 44–45). The case of Kashmir in 
Indo-Persian historiography warrants investigation insofar as we can trace the processes 
of transmission of historical information from the Sanskrit taraṅgiṇī to the Persian tārīḫ in 
detail, since the cases of other South Asian regions cannot be compared.4)

During the period of the fourth Mughal emperor Ǧahāngīr (r. 1605–27), in addition 
to composing general histories of the Indian subcontinent or world histories, Persian 
provincial chronicles of Kashmir were vigorously composed.5) The most circulated work 

1) Akbar reached Srinagar on 15 June 1589 (AN: 3, 542; ṬA: 2, 407). In the case that two dates 
with a slash are written, the former means a Hijri date while the latter means a CE date.

2) Šāhābādī sometimes asked Kashmiri pandits about topographical information which is not 
referred to in the original Sanskrit text (KRT_P: 97).

3) For Badā’ūnī’s activities as a translator, see (Abbas 1987: 65–85).
4) Indeed, when reading the parts on the history of Kashmir in the Ṭabaqāt-i Akbarī and the 

Gulšan-i Ibrāhīmī, in most cases we can identify their counterparts of accounts found in the 
Rājataraṅgiṇīs, until the events of 1538, when Śuka finished his historiography. For the case of 
historiographies in multiple languages in Bengal, see (Chatterjee 2009). Mashita 2011 provides 
an in-depth survey of India’s pre-Islamic history recorded in Persian general histories of India, 
Persian world general histories, and Persian provincial history of Delhi completed between the 
thirteenth century and the eighteenth century, claiming the GI’s importance as the pioneering 
work that integrated “Indian History” and “Islamic History.” For a general observance of 
Persian historiography during the Mughal period, see (Conermann 2002).

5) In this and some future articles, I conveniently employ the periodization “the Ǧahāngīr 
period,” as Storey and Dale devoted a subsection to the Ǧahāngīr period in their treatises on 
Indo-Persian historiography (Storey 1970–1977: 1, 556–564; Dale 2012: 593–594). In terms of 
the history of Persian historiography of Kashmir, the Akbar period was characterized by the 
compilations of the AA and ṬA relying on Šāhābādī’s translation, which respectively established 
two types of framework, and the absence of the composition of a provincial history. During 
the Ǧahāngīr period, while Indian histories including the GI and MR and world general 
histories including the RṬ relied faithfully on the type established by the ṬA (GI: 2, 333–367; 
MR: 1, 199–230; RṬ: 283v–292r), as we will see in this article, provincial chronicles added new 
information about Kashmir’s past, and sometimes revised the information given by Šāhābādī. 
This renovation was once stopped with the completion of the TḤM, and not continued in the 
Šāh Ǧahān period.
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among them, Ḥaydar Malik’s Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr (completed 1030/1620–21, henceforth TḤM), 
established the model for such regional chronicles (Hasan 2002: 11). Indeed, some authors 
of Persian local histories of Kashmir, Nārāyan Kaul6) and Muḥammad A‘ẓam Dīdahmarī7) 
for example, followed Ḥaydar Malik’s style of narrative-structure to some extent in 
addition to using the TḤM as a source. Thanks to Raja Bano, a critical edition of the TḤM 
is available.

However, other chronicles composed during the Ǧahāngīr period remain difficult 
to utilize. One is the Bahāristān-i Šāhī (completed in or after 1023/1614, henceforth, BS), 
composed by an anonymous author. Although this work is a contemporary source for the 
late Šāhmīrids and the Čakids, and it offers fair amount of primary and unique information, 
scholars have been forced to rely on Kashi Nath Pandit’s rough and inaccurate English 
translation (Pandit 1991) or peruse manuscripts in the British Library. This is due to the 
inaccessibility of Akbar Ḥaydarī Kašmīrī’s edition, which was published in Badgām, a small 
town outside Srinagar in 1982; few foreign libraries hold this edition.8)

Another is the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr, also composed by an anonymous author 
(henceforth the Intiḫāb). This unedited work covers the history of Kashmir from the legend 
of the making of Kashmir valley to the enthronement of Šāhmīrī sultan Šams al-Dīn II (r. 
1538), and Akbar’s annexation of Kashmir in 1586.9) As Srikanth Kaul pointed out, the 
content of the Intiḫāb overlaps with that of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs, from the beginning of the 
KRT to the end of the ŚRT (JRT1: vv. 23–24). Moreover, the Intiḫāb has narratives about 
the creation of Kashmir not recorded in the KRT: the legend of the cannibalistic demon 
Jalodbhava in Satī’s lake, Kaśyapa’s prey, and Viṣṇu’s killing of Jalodbhava; the contents 
of these narratives resemble a story in the Nīlamata Purāṇa, a Sanskrit purāṇa possibly 
completed in the eighth century that introduces the holy places (tīrtha) in the valley and 
their legends (NP: vv. 71–187).10) As clarified below, the Intiḫāb was the earliest surviving 

6) Nārāyan Kaul was a non-Muslim munšī flourished in the first quarter of the eighteenth century. 
Requested by ‘Ārif Ḫān, the contemporary nā’ib and dīwān of the ṣūba of Kashmir, he completed 
his Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr in 1122/1710–11 (Storey 1970–77: 1, 681–682).

7) Muḥammad A‘ẓam b. Ḫayr al-Zamān Ḫān Dīdahmarī Muǧaddidī (d. 1185/1771–72) was a 
disciple of Muḥammad Murād Naqšbandī. In addition to some treatises on the Naqšbandiyya, 
he completed a provincial history of Kashmir the Wāqi‘āt-i Kašmīr in 1160/1747 (Storey 1970–
77: 1, 683). The Wāqi‘āt-i Kašmīr was utilized by British orientalists since the early nineteenth 
century (Wilson 1825).

8) Even the scholars of Indian Kashmir origin such as Moḥammad Isḥāq Khān and Muḥammad 
Ashraf Wānī access not the Badgām edition but the manuscripts (Khan 2002: 284; Wani 2005: 
317).

9) Historical events between 1538 and 1586 are skipped over (Pms: 118r–118v; Mms: 90r).
10) Although the outline of the Intiḫāb’s statement on the legend of the origin of Kashmir is in 

accord with the outline of the NP: vv. 71–187, the former gives slightly different details from 
those of the latter. For example, whereas the NP states a number of Indic deities rushed on 
Kashmir for the purpose of eliminating Jalodbhava (NP: vv. 151–167), the Intiḫāb refers only to 
Viṣṇu and Brahmā (Pms: 2r; Mms: 2r). In addition, according to the NP, Viṣṇu ordered Ananta 
to plough the mountain whereby making an outflow of the water of Satīsara (NP: 174; Kumari 
1968: 16–17; Kumari 1973: 40–49; Fujii 1994: 56), and refers neither to Viṣṇu’s cakra nor to his 
cutting of the mountain in contrast to the Intiḫāb’s descriptions (Pms: 2v; Mms: 2r). To my 
knowledge, there is no Sanskrit source that gives a completely same narrative of the legend  ↗
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Persian work to introduce the Nīlamata-based narrative of the valley to the Persian 
cosmopolis.11) The Intiḫāb is also important for its relation to the records in Travels in the 
Mughal Empire by the French physician and traveler François Bernier (1620–88). Bernier, a 
faithful disciple of the philosopher and mathematician Pierre Gassendi (1592–1655), served 
as a physician at the Mughal court until 1669, and was the first European to enter the 
valley of Kashmir. His Travels, which mention that Bernier possessed a Persian manuscript 
of Kashmir’s abridged history, gained popularity in Europe and deeply influenced Karl 
Marx’s and other Western philosophers’ views on India. Suffice to say, creating a collated 
text of this work is important for fully clarifying the history of historiography of Kashmir.

In this paper, I deal with the following two topics. First, I reconstruct the processes 
of textual transmission between four Persian chronicles of Kashmir composed during the 
Ǧahāngīr period: the Intiḫāb, the BS, the TḤM, and the text of the Bodleian manuscript, 
Fraser 160 (henceforth Oms), which is generally known as Ḥasan b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s Tārīḫ-i 
Kašmīr. I previously discussed the relationship among the first three texts in Ogura 2011. 
However, a perusal of the Oms during my visit to Oxford in September 2013 led me to 
modify my previous opinion. These analyses offer criteria in collating the Intiḫāb’s text and 
making annotations, as well as to contribute to clarifying the detailed circumstances how 
the source of the TḤM was prepared. Second, I show a collated text of the Intiḫāb.

2. (Re) locating the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ -i Kašmīr

2-1. Bernier’s accounts
As discussed in Ogura 2011, Bernier mentions “an abridged Persian history of Kashmir 

composed under Ǧahāngīr’s order” three times in his Travels. The first reference appears 
in Bernier’s address to the readers. He describes his plan to translate the abridged history 
into French and to publish a travelogue of his travel in India (Bernier: 40; Constable 1891: 
Lvii). The second, in narrating the achievements of the contemporary governor of Kashmir 
Diyānat Ḫān, Bernier suddenly mentions that the abridged history’s content is based on 

↗ with that of the Intiḫāb. These differences doubt that the epitomizer of the Intiḫāb or the author 
of its source referred to a manuscript of the NP. More possibly, this legend was taught by an 
informant who was probably a non-Muslim of Kashmir origin through oral conversations. As a 
matter of convenience, I henceforth call the legend of the creation of Kashmir recorded in the 
Intiḫāb, “the Nīlamata-based narrative.”

11) The concept of “Persian cosmopolis,” which spanned great swaths of South, Central, and South 
West Asia from about the tenth century on, has been put forward by Richard Eaton and Phillip 
Wagoner in a contrastable notion with what Sheldon Pollock calls “Sanskrit cosmopolis (Pollock 
2006: 10–19, 234–237).” The two concepts both focus on, in addition to the trans-regional and 
cosmopolitan tendencies without any actual political unity, the mutual interactions of each 
other in South Asia, rejecting the assumption that the two cosmopolises were antagonistic, or 
even very different (Eaton and Wagoner 2014: 18–26). In studying cultural history of South 
Asia, this concept is often more useful than “Persianate” claimed by Marshall Hodgson and 
“Persophonie” claimed by Bert Fragner because these two do not much take the presence of a 
lingua franca other than Persian and Arabic, i.e. Sanskrit into consideration. See also (Dudney 
2016: 72, n. 32).
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chronicles written in a vernacular Indian language (i.e. Sanskrit) (Bernier: 186; Constable 
1891: 186). The third is in a letter to François Boysson de Merveilles written in 1665 in 
which Bernier quotes accounts from the abridged history mentioning that the valley of 
Kashmir was a big lake, which Kaśyapa had miraculously emptied by creating an outlet 
for the water (Bernier: 404; Constable 1891: 393–394). Aurel Stein, Frédéric Tinfuely, and 
Chitralekha Zutshi thought Bernier was referring to Ḥaydar Malik’s TḤM (Stein 1900: 
2, 389; Bernier: 461; Zutshi 2014: 192, n. 20), relying upon an annotation included in the 
first revision of the English translation of Bernier’s Travels (Constable 1891: 393, n. 2). The 
TḤM was the only Persian provincial history of Kashmir composed during the Ǧahāngīr 
period known by English scholars of the late nineteenth century, and the annotator 
Archibald Constable did not know the Intiḫāb. Constable’s annotations have been rarely 
examined in spite of vigorous findings of new historical sources in the twentieth century. 
However, two scholars, Srikanth Kaul and Francis Richard, who perused the manuscripts 
of the Intiḫāb, identified the “abridged history” with the Intiḫāb (JRT1: 23, n. 1; Richard 
2013: 1, 344–345). Indeed, the fact the author of the Intiḫāb clearly explains that the 
work was composed under Ǧahāngīr’s order (Pms: 1v; Mms: 1v) questions Constable’s 
assumption. Since Bernier repeatedly emphasizes that the history of Kashmir he had in 
his possession was an abridgement, it is more likely that the Persian chronicle in Bernier’s 
possession had a counterpart with the French word abrégé. That is, Bernier translated the 
Arabic word intiḫāb into abrégé, while Ḥaydar Malik’s Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr does not mention that 
it is an abridged work. In addition, Bernier narrates that the means of making an outlet 
of the water was “cutting the mountain (en coupant la montagne)” (Bernier: 404; Constable 
1891: 393); Ḥaydar Malik states not Viṣṇu’s cutting the mountain but lifting up (bar dāšt) 
(TḤM: 6), while the Intiḫāb states that he cut (burīd) the mountain (Pms: 2v; Mms: 2r). 
Furthermore, the fact that a manuscript of the Intiḫāb was in the possession of professors at 
the Collège Royal in Paris, as we will see below, supports the possibility that the work was 
related to Bernier’s travels in India. Therefore, I agree with Kaul and Richard, and argue 
that Bernier had a manuscript of the Intiḫāb in his possession.

2-2. Manuscripts
Only two manuscripts have been found to date: one in Paris and another in Munich. No 

manuscript of the Intiḫāb is found in any library in India or Pakistan, or even in Srinagar.12)

1) P ms.
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris
Supplément persan 254
ff. 118
ll. 15
Size: 22*13

12) See (Department of Libraries and Research, Jammu and Kashmir Government 2011: 7–134).
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Script: Nasta‘līq
Not dated

Although this manuscript has no colophon, the Pms was certainly in Paris by the end of the 
seventeenth century.13) According to Francis Richard, Claude Bérault (ca. 1630–1705), who 
occupied the Syriac chair at the Collège Royal from 1696 to 1705,14) had this manuscript 
in his possession. Then, possibly after Bérault’s death, it was in the private library of abbé 
Eusèbe Renaudot (1646–1720),15) a French theologian and Orientalist. When Renaudot 
died in 1720, his collection was transferred to the Saint-Germain-des-Prés.16) As a result 
of the French Revolution, the Pms was confiscated from the cathedral in 1794, and added 
to the collection of Persian manuscripts at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Richard 
2003: 10; Richard 2013: 1, 345). As is well known, before and after his travels, Bernier 
maintained close relationship with contemporary literary figures and scientists, some 
of whom were professors at the Collège Royal. For example, Bernier had debates with 
the mathematician Jean-Baptiste Morin (1583–1656) until 1654 in defense of Gassendi’s 
theories. Moreover, after returning to Paris in 1669, Bernier frequently visited the salon 
held by Marguerite Hessein, dame de la Sablière (1636–93), where he completed his second 
major work, the Abrégé de la philosophie de Gassendi (Akagi 1993: 459–464). Furthermore, 
when Bernier died in 1688, his friend Barthélemy d’Herbelot (1625–95), a famous French 
orientalist who occupied the Syriac chair at the Collège Royal from 1692 (Chisholm 1911: 
338),17) arranged for his funeral (Constable 1891: xxii); after d’Herbelot’s death, his chair-
position was succeeded by Bérault. The genesis of the Pms, Bernier’s career, and the fact 
that only two manuscripts of the Intiḫāb have been found to date lead us to suppose (though 
not propose conclusively) that Bernier himself brought the Pms from the Mughal court to Paris.

2) M ms.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München
Cod. Pers. 26718)

ff. 90

13) Therefore, the dating of this manuscript given by Storey (the early 18th century) should be 
revised (Storey 1970–77: 1, 681). Indeed, Richard presumes that the Pms was copied between 
1605 and 1660, i.e. from Ǧahāngīr’s enthronement to Bernier’s stay at the Mughal court (Richard 
2013: 1, 345).

14) Bérault’s main work is an edition of the Stace ad Usum Delphini (Paris, 1685) (Ackermann 1834: 
205).

15) The main work of Renaudot is the Historia Patriarcharum Alexandrinorum, the Latin translation 
of the Ta’rīḫ Baṭarīka Kanīsa al-Iskandarīya al-Qibṭīya attributed to Severs ben al-Muqaffa‘(Paris 
1713).

16) The Pms has the information that this was from Renaudot’s collection, and the access number 
at the Saint-Germain-des-Prés (no. 551) on the inside of the front cover.

17) The main work of d’Herbelot is Bibliothèque orientale, which is based on Katip Çelebi’s Kašf al-
Ẓunūn, as well as a number of Arabic, Persian, and Turkic sources.

18) See also Aumer 1866: 99–100. Marshall misunderstood that the Mms is a manuscript of the 
TḤM (Marshall 1967: 528).
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ll. 14–15
Size: 18*13
Script: Nasta‘līq
Not dated

By and large, the Mms seems to preserve the more faithful text to the Intiḫāb’s archetype 
than the Pms, although these two manuscripts both contain a large number of corruptions 
of personal and topographical names. In fact, perusal of the two manuscripts doubts 
that the Mms was copied from the Pms on the basis of lacunae in the Pms. The Pms lacks 
the words in parenthesis in folio 22r: wa akṯar-i Hindūstān rā tasḫīr karda ba-qaṣd-i Uǧǧayn 
ki dār al-mulk-i rāǧa Vikramāditya [būd, rawāna gardīd. dar ān zamān pisar-i Vikramāditya] 
rā ki Sīlāditya nām dāšt, dušmanān maġlūb dāšta wilāyat-i pidar-i ū rā mutaṣarrif gašta 
būdand “He after conquering most part of Hindustan, [set forth] Ujjayn, the capital of 
King Vikramāditya. [At that time Vikramāditya’s son], whose name was Sīlāditya, was 
overcome by enemies, and his father’s domain was conquered.” Of course, without the 
words in brackets the sentences do not make sense. Another lacuna lies in folio 66v: wa 
har ǧā tawaqquf mīnamūd [wa Ačal ba‘d az ānki bā rānī mulāqāt namūd, az ū] dar ḫwāst tā ū rā 
ba-salṭanat bar dārand “He paused at every place. [Acala after meeting the queen], requested 
[her] to enthrone him.” These two manuscripts, however, provide us with such insufficient 
evidence for judging at the best.19) It is, honestly speaking, impossible to conclude that the 
Pms was copied from the Mms. I therefore present here not a critical edition of the Intiḫāb 
but a collated text, in which the Mms forms the basis.

2-3. Hypothesis in Ogura 2011
In my 2011 paper, I confirmed the authorship of the Persian translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs 

made in the Akbar period, whose text has been surviving in the three manuscripts,20) 
and clarified the fact that the BS relied on Rašīd al-Dīn’s Ǧāmi’ al-Tawārīḫ for composing 
ancient history of Kashmir.21) In addition, I examined the textual relationship between the 

19) It is true that they contain a number of misspellings of Sanskrit proper names and loanwords. 
However, those misspellings cannot be evidence because a scribe was able to correct a misspelling 
referring to other source when he copied a manuscript.

20) Kolkata Asiatic Society, Persian Society Collection 1698 (Ivanow 1924: 771–772); British 
Library, India Office Islamic 2442 (Ethé 1903–37: 1, 201–202); British Library, Add. 24,032 
(Rieu 1879–95: 1, 296). All three include Šāhābādī’s original translation. In his descriptive 
catalogue of Persian translations of Indian works, Sharif Husain Qasemi informs that Rampur 
Raza Library, F. 2136 and “Tonk 114” are the manuscripts of Šāhābādī’s translation (Qasemi 
2014: 1). Actually, the Rampur manuscript is not of Šāhābādī’s translation but a copied work 
from Nārāyan Kaul’s Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr (Ogura 2016). In addition, through a manuscript survey at 
Abul Kalam Azad Arabic and Persian Research Institute of Tonk in August 2015, I found that 
the library does not hold any Persian manuscript related to the provincial history of Kashmir. I 
suppose that Qasemi confused it with other manuscripts when composed the catalogue.

21) A result of Ogura 2011 revised the schema of transmission of historical information from the 
Rājataraṅgiṇīs to the Persian chronicles of the early Mughal period previously shown by Walter 
Slaje (Slaje 2004: 14; Slaje 2005: 51).
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Intiḫāb and the TḤM. This led me to assume a common source for these two texts, namely, 
Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs, on the basis of Ḥaydar Malik’s 
testimony and their narratives regarding the creation of the valley. In the introductory part 
of the TḤM, Ḥaydar Malik says he obtained a Sanskrit manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs22) 
and requested a Muslim intellectual named Muḥammad Ḥusayn to translate it into Persian 
for the purpose of utilizing the translation in composing his chronicle. For the discussions 
at the following subsections, I quote the entire transcription and translation in spite of 
prolixity:

In the year of 1027 AH, corresponding to the twelfth regnal year of the great king who 
adorns the throne of sovereignty and monarchy, the decorator of the royal seat of good 
fortune and good luck, the builder of the customs of justice and good deeds, the Moon 
coming up on the wall of oppression and tyranny (?), the composer of hemistiches 
at the workshop of real and unreal (metaphoric), Abū al-Muẓaffar Ǧahāngīr Šāh-i 
Ġāzī—May God the Exalted extend his reign everlastingly—, the lowest of creatures, 
Ḥaydar Malik, son of Ḥasan Malik, son of His Excellency, His Eminence, His Glory, 
His Felicity, the lucky star at the zodiac signs of decency and good luck, the Moon on 
the zenith of glory and accomplishment, the essence of the men of dignity and glory, 
the foremost of the possessor of honor and good fortune—May God have mercy upon 
him—, surnamed Kamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Nāǧī b. Malik Nuṣrat who was from the 
ancestors of Čand family, had wanted to make clear the situation of his forefathers and 
ancestors who had bravery and decency. For example, when, from where, and in which 
king’s reign did they came to Kashmir because of the vicissitude of fate? Therefore, [I] 
obtained a manuscript of the aforementioned chronicle of Kashmir which Kashmiri 
wise men call practically the Rājataraṅgiṇīs, and, according to his (Ǧahāngīr’s) order 
and situation, ordered Faqīr Mullā Muḥammad Ḥusayn to bring their situation and [the 
situations of] other Sultans who had royal fortune and other emirs in the domain of 
Kashmir, the paradise on the side of God, to the threads of narration and the strings of 
writing. [I also ordered] to translate the Rājataraṅgiṇīs into Persian in detail. If so, their 
situation will not disappear on the pages of days and on the tablets of [repeated] night 
and day, and the sign of perfect oblivion will not appear from the minds adorned with 
holiness of virtuous wise men.23) (TḤM: 4–5)

22) Although Ḥaydar Malik does not write definitely that the manuscript(s) in his possession 
contained a text in Sanskrit, it seems reasonable to suppose that he possessed a Sanskrit 
manuscript because we have no historical evidence that the Rājataraṅgiṇīs were translated into 
any other language than Persian by 1618. In fact, he refers also to the Rājataraṅgiṇī of Kalhaṇa 
that was composed in “an Indian language (zabān-i Hindī)” i.e. Sanskrit (TḤM: 42), and the 
author of the Oms text whom I will deal with below states that the Rājataraṅgiṇīs were written 
in Śāradā script (Oms: 3v). His reference to both KRT and JRT (see below) suggests the 
manuscripts in Ḥaydar Malik’s possession contained multiple Rājataraṅgiṇīs.

23) dar tārīḫ-i sana-yi hazār wa bīst wa haft-i hiǧrī muṭābiq-i sana-yi dawāzdah-i ǧulūs-i ḫadīw-i sarīr-ārā’ī-
yi salṭanat wa šahriyārī, zīnat-baḫš-i masnad-i iqbāl wa baḫtiyārī, bānī-yi marāsim-i ‘adl wa iḥsān, 
mahī-yi bunyān-i ẓulm wa ‘udwān, nāẓim-i maṣāli‘-i kārḫāna-yi ḥaqīqī wa maǧāzī, Abū al-Muẓaffar  ↗
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Although Ḥaydar Malik does not mention the Intiḫāb, a textual comparison of the Intiḫāb 
and the TḤM suggests a referential relationship. For example, both contain the same story 
regarding the legend of Kashmir’s creation—Satī’s lake and Jalodbhava—; in this story, 
almost all words correspond between the two histories (Pms: 1v–2v; Mms: 1v–2v; TḤM: 
5–6). By contrast, neither the KRT nor Šāhābādī’s translation records this story (Ogura 
2011: 39–44). In addition, no surviving Mughal Persian chronicle from the Akbar period 
contains this story. Thus, as far as analyzing the surviving Persian chronicles, the Nīlamata-
based narrative of Kashmir’s origin appeared suddenly during the Ǧahānīr period. For 
these reasons, I considered that the Intiḫāb was not simply abridged from Šāhābādī’s 
translation or Badā’ūnī’s revision. Rather it relied on the second translation by Muḥammad 
Ḥusayn whom Ḥaydar Malik mentioned. That is, the manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs had 
additional verses derived from the Nīlamata before the KRT’s part, whose information was 
transmitted to the Intiḫāb and the TḤM.

The above analysis is not adequate to conclude that the Intiḫāb was not abridged 
from the TḤM but from Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation. It is evidential for solving 
this problem that only the TḤM contains the anecdotes about Sufis, such as Rinchen’s 
conversion by the hand of Bābā Bulbul (TḤM: 52) and ‘Alī Hamadānī (d. 1385)’s arrival in 
Kashmir (TḤM: 56–57). The Intiḫāb more faithfully follows Jonarāja’s Rājataraṅgiṇī, whose 
verses mention only the coming of ‘Alī’s son Muḥammad Hamadānī (JRT: vv. 571–572; 
Pms: 80v; Mms: 61v). If the author of the Intiḫāb relied on the TḤM, he must have written 
the stories about Bābā Bulbul and ‘Alī Hamadānī, since not only would omission of the 
anecdotes of other Sufis than Muḥammad Hamadānī require perusing the original Sanskrit 
text, but also a Muslim chronicler might have had no motive for omission. Therefore, 
it is likely that Ḥaydar Malik inserted the anecdotes about Sufis. These facts lead to the 
hypothesis that both the Intiḫāb and the TḤM relied on Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation. 
The epitomized version is the Intiḫāb, while the TḤM is a lengthened text that inserted 
anecdotes and other additional information.

Figure 1:  Hypothesis on the textual transmission in Ogura 2011

↗ Ǧahāngīr šāh-i ġāzī ḫallada Allāhu ta‘ālá mulka-hu abadan kamtarīn-i ḫalā’iq Ḥaydar Malik ibn-i Ḥasan 
Malik bun-i ‘ālī-ǧanāb ma‘ālī-intisāb ǧalālat-ma’āb sa‘ādat-iktisāb aḫtar-i burǧ-i ḥišmat wa baḫiyārī 
māh-i awǧ-i ǧalālat wa kāmgārī ‘umda-yi arbāb-i ǧāh wa ǧalāl zubda-yi aṣḥāb-i ‘izz wa iqbāl raḥmat Allāhi 
mulaqqab ba-Kamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Nāǧī Čādūra ki az aǧdād-i Čandānst, mīḫwāst ki aḥwāl-i ābā’ 
wa aǧdād-i ḫwud rā ki hama waqt ahl-i šawqat wa ḥišmat būda’and, ma‘lūm kunad ki dar či waqt wa az kuǧā 
wa dar ‘ahd-i kudām rāǧa banābar taṣārīf-i ayyām ba-Kašmīr āmada’and. li-hāḏā nusḫa-yi tārīḫ-i Kašmīr 
ki sābiq-i maḏkūr šud ki ba-iṣṭilāḥ-i dānāyān-i Kašmīr nāmand ān rā RAZH TRNG mīgūyand, ba-dast 
āwarda ḥasb al-amri wa aḥwāli-hi faqīr Mullā Muḥammad Ḥusayn namūda’and ki aḥwāl-i īšān rā wa sā’ir-i 
salāṭīn-i arbāb-i dawlat wa umarā’-yi mulk-i Kašmīr-i ǧannat ‘an Allāhi ba-silk-i taḥrīr wa simṭ-i taqrīr dar 
āwarda mašrūḥan ba-fārsī tarǧuma namāyad tā āṯār-i aḥwāl-i īšān az ṣaḥā’if-i rūzgār wa alwāḥ-i layla wa 
nahār maḥw na-gardad wa az ḫawāṭir-i qudsī-ma’āṯir-i danāyān-i faḍīlat ši‘ār-i nasyan mansīyan na-šawad.
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This hypothesis presupposes that Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation remained faithful to the 
Rājataraṅgiṅīs without inserting additional information, and does not contain the anecdotes 
of other Sufis than Muḥammad Hamadānī. If it was not faithful, we cannot explain the 
reasons for the elisions on the Intiḫāb’s. At the time when Ogura 2011 was published, I 
had not found a manuscript of Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s translation. However, a study of 
the manuscript described below clarifies that the text is identical to Muḥammad Ḥusayn’s 
translation and came later than the Intiḫāb.

2-4. The Intiḫāb’s relation to the text of the Bodleian Library, Fraser 160
Before turning to the textual analysis, I show the bibliographical information on the 

Oms:
Oxford University, the Bodleian Library
Fraser 160 (Sachau & Ethé no. 315)
Ff. 131
Ll. 15
Script: Nasta‘līq
Not dated

Contents
1r–3r: Introduction
3v–73r: History of Kashmir corresponding to the KRT
73r–123r: History of Kashmir corresponding to the JRT and ZRT chapter 1?

In folio 5r, the author notes the date when he started the composition as: Isfand 19, the 
12th regnal year of Ǧahāngīr/Rabī‘ al-awwal 8, 1027/March 5, 1618. As Sachau, Storey, 
and Hasan pointed out, this chronicle’s narration ranges from the early mythic period to 
1615–16. Its accounts largely accord with those of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs. However, after folio 
123r referring to the Zayn al-‘Ābidīn period, the quality of the writing suddenly declines 
and from the Ḥasanšāh period (1472–84) on, the relevant folios are missing.

Storey and Hasan claim that its author was Ḥasan b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī, who wrote the work 
at the request of Muḥammad Nāǧī, Ḥaydar Malik’s grandfather. They do not mention its 
relation to the Persian translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs (Storey 1970–77: 1, 680; Hasan 2002: 
10–11; 25, n. 20). However, there are difficulties with identifying Muḥammad Nāǧī as the 
requestor of the Oms text. According to Ḥaydar Malik, Muḥammad Nāǧī’s laqab is Kamāl 
al-Dīn (TḤM: 4); by contrast, the requestor’s laqab recorded on the Oms is Ǧalāl al-Dīn 
(Oms: 3r). More critically, evidence indicates that while the Oms records the date when the 
author started its composition: Rabī‘ al-awwal 8, 1027/March 5, 1618, Muḥammad Nāǧī 
was fourteen years old in 939 AH (TḤM: 71), which means he was born around 925/1519. 
If Muḥammad Nāǧī was the requestor, he lived for about a century and an almost 100-year-
old man had requested composition of the Oms text; alternatively, the composer started 
compiling the work after ignoring Muḥammad Nāǧī’s request for decades. As we have 
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seen, Ḥaydar Malik handed a manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs over to Muḥammad Ḥusayn 
in 1027/1618; this date accords with the date of the Oms. In addition, Storey questioned 
whether the composer’s ism should be read as Ḥasan, likely because the letters seem to 
have a stroke without a dot between sīn and nūn (ḤSḄN). If we think of this stroke as a 
miswriting of yā’, we can presume that the Oms’s composer was the same person Ḥaydar 
Malik ordered to translate the Rājataraṅgiṇīs, based on the accordance of ism Ḥusayn. 
Furthermore, the fact that the Oms’s introductory part has textual parallels with the TḤM 
points to their referential relationship. Here, I translate the sentences,

Thus, His Excellency, His Eminence, His Glory, His Felicity, the Moon on the sky of 
decency and good luck, the Moon on the zenith of glory and accomplishment, the 
essence of the men of dignity and glory, the foremost of the possessor of honor and 
good fortune…—May God have mercy upon him—… Ǧalāl al-Dīn Malik Muḥammad 
Nāǧī b. Malik Nuṣrat—May God the Exalted extend His shadow until the Day of 
Resurrection—requested [me,] ḤSḄN b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī who sits on a corner of a hospice 
for humbles and poor men—May God, praise be to Him, bring him (me) to the thing 
that He makes it obligatory and satisfactory, and make excellently His next world from 
His present world—to bring some lines regarding the statement on the situation of the 
forefathers and ancestors of Čand family who had bravery and decency to the threads 
of narration and the strings of writing. If so, their situation will not disappear on 
the pages of days and the way of [repeated] night and day, and the sign of perfect 
oblivion will not appear from the minds adorned with holiness of contemporary wise 
men and virtuous sages.24) (Oms: 3r)

The words in bold directly correspond to those of the TḤM, whose transcription and 
translation are shown above. It is not possible that such extensive parallels in the sentences on 
the formal eulogies for Ḥaydar Malik’s grandfather, Muḥammad Nāǧī and on the expected 
results of composing their chronicles would appear without a referential relationship 
between the two.25) These facts lead us to reasonably conclude that the man who requested 
Muḥammad Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī was not Muḥammad Nāǧī but his grandson Ḥaydar 
Malik. Further, the copyist of the Oms must have neglected to write: “Ḥaydar Malik bun-i 
Ḥasan Malik bun-i,” which must have been written in the original text. That is to say, the 

24) binā’an ‘alá hāḏā ‘ālī-ǧanāb ma‘ālī-intisāb ǧalālat-ma’āb sa‘ādat-iktisāb mihr-i sipihr-i ḥ išmat 
wa baḫtiyārī māh-i awǧ-i ǧalālat wa kāmgārī ‘umda-yi arbāb-i ǧāh wa ǧalāl zubda-yi aṣḥāb-i 
‘izz wa iqbāl … raḥmat Allāhi Ǧalāl al-Dīn Malik Muḥammad Nāǧī ibn-i Malik Nuṣrat madda 
Allāhu ta‘ālá ẓilāla-hu ilá yawmi al-dīn az īn gūša-našīn-i zāwiya-yi maskanat wa faqīrī ḤSḄN bun-i 
‘Alī Kašmīrī waffaqa-hu Allāhu subḥāna-hu li-mā yaǧibu wa yarḍāhu wa ǧa‘ala āḫirata-hu ḫayran min 
dunyā-hu ṭalab namūdand ki saṭrī čand dar bayān-i aḥwāl-i abā wa aǧdād-i čandān ki ahl-i šawkat 
wa ḥ išmat būda’and, ba-silk-i taqrīr wa SMT (emend. simṭ)-i taḥrīr dar ārad tā aḥwāl-i īšān 
az ṣaḥā’if-i rūzgār wa anwā‘-i layla wa nahār maḥw na-gardad wa az ḫawāṭir-i qudsī-ma’āṯir-i 
dānāyān-i rūzgār wa ḫiradmandān-i faḍīlat ši‘ār-i nasyan mansīyan na-šawad.

25) These textual parallels do not appear in any other Persian chronicles that refer to the history of 
Kashmir.
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introductory parts of the TḤM and the Oms narrate the same event that Ḥaydar Malik 
ordered Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī to translate the Rājataraṅgiṇīs. The TḤM narrates from the 
client’s viewpoint while the Oms text narrates from the composer’s viewpoint. Therefore, 
we can safely reconstruct the compilation process of the TḤM. First, Ḥaydar Malik, who 
could not read Sanskrit, gave a Sanskrit manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs to Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī 
Kašmīrī and ordered it translated into Persian between Muḥarram 1 and Rabī‘ al-awwal 8, 
1027/December 29, 1617 and March 4, 1618. Second, Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī completed the 
Oms text and gave it to Ḥaydar Malik. Third, Ḥaydar Malik composed his TḤM relying 
on Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s text in 1030/1620–21 (Storey 1970–77: 1, 680). The text of the 
Oms must be the source of the TḤM. Indeed, textual parallels between the Oms and the 
TḤM continue afterwards.

The textual relationship between the Intiḫāb and the Oms text is a complicated matter. 
The Oms surely contains the legend of the creation of Kashmir, whose text accords almost 
completely with that of the Intiḫāb, including a misunderstood account on the Indic 
astrological period of time: a manvantara is twenty-one cycles of four yugas (Pms: 2r; Mms: 
2r; Oms: 3v–4v).26) Such a curious account found in both texts attests to the referential 
relationship between the Intiḫāb and the Oms text.

However, a perusal of the Oms leads us to conclude that Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī’s text came 
later than the Intiḫāb. The text of the Oms seems to be faithfully based on the KRT 
until the middle of folio 73r. From there on, the text contains a number of additional 
information based on sources other than the Rājataraṅgiṇīs. For example, Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī 
Kašmīrī meticulously narrates Ḥaydar Malik’s ancestor Malla Candra’s achievement in 
Jayasiṃha’s war with an anonymous Turkic ruler. The account is more detailed than the 
counterpart in the JRT (JRT: vv. 32–36) and is not found in the Intiḫāb (Oms: 73r–76r). 
Additional information on the Candra/Rayna clan’s members is also found in other folios. 
In addition, the Oms has anecdotes about Sufis, such as Rinchen’s conversion by Bābā 
Bulbul’s institution (Oms: 98r–100v) and the story of ‘Alī Hamadānī’s hat given to sultan 
Quṭb al-Dīn (Oms: 108v–109r). Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s source of these anecdotes was in 
all likelihood the BS. This is attested by his faithful quotation from the BS when the BS’s 
author mentions Jonarāja’s opinion when narrating Šihāb al-Dīn’s expedition (JRT: v. 391; 
BS: 19v, Oms: 105v).27) In contrast, the Intiḫāb does not contain the anecdotes of Bābā 

26) TḤM accurately claims that a manvantara is seventy-one cycle of four yugas. Presumably, 
Ḥaydar Malik possessed accurate knowledge on Indic astrology.

27) … wa dar tārīḫ-i ḄḤY (< ǦNY = Jonarāja) ki ba-qalam-i Kašmīrī marqūmst wa īn suḫanān manqūl 
šuda, āwarda’ast ki agar hama quwwat’hā wa mardī’hā-yi ū rā ba-tafṣīl ba-yāram wa himmmat ba-
bayān-i ǧamī‘-i šuǧā‘at’hā wa dilāwarī’hā-yi ū gumāram, mardum ḥaml ba-mubāliġa-yi šā‘irī namūda 
takḏīb ḫwāhand kard wa taṣdīq na-ḫwāhand dāšt “It is narrated in Jonarāja’s chronicle written in 
Śāradā script and narrating this story (of Šihāb al-Dīn) that if I (Jonarāja) write his power and 
manliness in detail, and try to describe all of his courage and bravery, people will attribute [these 
accounts] to poetical puffery, so they will refute and disbelieve).” Jonarāja’s original verse: tasya 
varṇayatāṃ śauryaṃ prasaṅgād atimānuṣam | asmākaṃ cāṭukāritvaṃ jñāsyate bhāvibhir janaiḥ || 
“Our descriptions of the superhuman heroism along flow of the story will be regarded by future 
people as flattery.”
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Bulbul and ‘Alī Hamadānī but refers only to the coming of Muḥammad Hamadānī (Pms: 
80v; Mms: 61v), to whom the JRT and Šāhābādī’s Persian translation too refers without 
mentioning Bābā Bulbul and ‘Alī Hamadānī (JRT: vv. 571–573; Lms: 41v–42r).28) This fact 
denies the possibility that the Intiḫāb’s author quoted these anecdotes from the BS or the 
Oms text.

The following table summarizes the above discussions.

JRT Lms Intiḫāb BS Oms TḤM
A long description of Malla Candra’s bravery No No No No 73r–76r 42–43
Bābā Bulbul and Rinchen’s conversion No No No 14v–15v 98r–100v 50–52
A story of ‘Alī Hamadānī’s hat No No No 23r–23v 108v–109r 56–57
Muḥammad Hamadānī’s arrival in Kashmir 571–

573
41v–
42r

Pms: 80v
Mms: 61v

25v 111v 58

Judging from the Oms text after folio 73r and the Intiḫāb’s counterpart after Pms folio 
56v and Mms folio 43v, we can conclude that the Intiḫāb is more faithful to the JRT than to 
the Oms text for its missing of anecdotes about Sufis. Therefore, it is likely that Ḥusayn b. 
‘Alī Kašmīrī, quoting from the Intiḫāb, added these anecdotes as well as information about 
Candra clan, as opposed to the hypothesis that the author of the Intiḫāb completely elided 
information not originating from the Rājataraṅgiṇīs when he composed the Intiḫāb relying 
on the text of the Oms.

2-5. What was the source of the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ -i Kašmīr?
If the Intiḫāb predates Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s text, what was abridged for the Intiḫāb? 

Frequent textual parallels with Šāhābādī’s Persian translation and the Arabic optative 
sentences for the Mughal emperors in the Intiḫāb provide suggestions for answering this 
question.

The Intiḫāb contains plenty of textual parallels with Šāhābābādī’s translation. Here, I 
show three examples of the parallels between the two.

First, in narrating a devastating famine occurred during the reign of Tuñjīna, they state:
Rāǧa Tunǧīr az ǧihat-i miḥnat-i ḫalā’iq paywasta dar ġam u andūh mī-būd wa harča az ǧins-i 
ḫwurdanī dar sarkār-i ū būd, āhista āhista ānrā ba-ḫalq-i Allāh baḫš mī-kard. (KRT_P: 68)

28) Here, the Intiḫāb quotes sentences from Šāhābādī’s translation. The Lms’s statement: wa sulṭān 
dar nihāyat-martaba ǧawād būd. dānišmandān-i ‘Irāq u Ḫurāsān u Mā warā’ al-Nahr az istimā‘-i ǧūd-i 
ū az ṣuḥbat-i salāṭīn bar āmada nazd-i ū āmadand. a‘lam u bihitarīn-i īšān Mīr Sayyid Muḥammad 
nām dāšt. “The sultan was extraordinarily beneficent. Learned men in ‘Irāq, Ḫurāsān, and Mā 
warā’ al-Nahr left associations with sultans [in those areas] for him. The name of the best and 
most learned person among them was Mīr Sayyid Muḥammad.” The Intiḫāb’s statement: wa 
sulṭān Sikandar ba-martaba-yi ǧawād būd ki az šanīdan-i āwāza-yi ǧūd-i ū dānišmandān-i ‘Irāq u 
Ḫurāsān u Mā warā’ al-Nahr nazd-i ū āmadand wa sarāmad-i īšān Mīr Muḥammad nām ‘ālimī būd… 
“The sultan Sikandar was so beneficent that learned men in ‘Irāq, Ḫurāsān, and Mā warā’ al-
Nahr, hearing his reputation about beneficent, left for him. The chief among them was a learned 
man named Mīr Muḥammad…”
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“King Tuñjīna was continually in deep sorrow and grief on account of miserable 
situation of subjects. He step by step distributed every kind of foods in his court to 
creatures of Allāh.”

Rāǧa Tunǧīr az ǧihat-i miḥnat-i ḫalā’iq paywasta dar ġam u andūh mī-būd wa harča az ǧins-i 
ġalla-yi puḫta u ḥām dar sarkār-i ū mī-būd, āhista āhista ānrā ba-ḫalq baḫš mī-kard. (Pms: 
13r; Mms: 10v)
“King Tuñjīna was continually in deep sorrow and grief on account of miserable 
situation of subjects. He step by step distributed every kind of cooked and raw grains 
in his court to creatures.”

Second, at the point to narrate Saṃdhimati Āryarāja’s revival, they state:
ān brahman ustḫwān’hā-yi wazīr rā nazdīk-i ḫwud nigāh mī-dāšt tā ānki dar šabī ki ba-ġāyat 
tārīk būd wa hīč kas ānǧā na-būd, nāgāh bū-yi ḫwuš ẓāhir šudan girift ki ǧamī‘-i ān nawāḥī 
mu‘aṭṭar gašt wa āwāz-i ǧaras šanīd wa rawšanā’ī paydā šud. (KRT_P: 72)
“The Brahman kept the vizier’s bones by his side. After a while, one night, covered by 
thick darkness and there was empty, suddenly sweet smell came to emanate and filled 
the whole of that area. Sounds of a bell rang out and lightness appeared.”

pas ustḫwān’hā-yi wazīr rā nazd-i ḫwud nigāh dāšt tā ānki šabī ki ba-ġāyat tārīk būd wa hīč kas 
ānǧā na-būd, nāgāh rawšanā’ī dīd ki paydā šud. (Pms: 15r; Mms: 12r)
“He then kept the vizier’s bones by his side. After a while, one night, covered by thick 
darkness and there was empty, suddenly he saw lightness appeared.”

Third, when narrating sulṭān Sikandar’s attempt to destroy a Buddhist temple, they state:
wa hamīn maḍmūn rā ba-zabān-i Sanskrit šlūk niwištand wa bar warq-i mis ānrā kanda dar 
ṣandūq andāḫtand wa dar bīḫ-i dīwār-i dīhra dafn kardand. (Lms: 43v–44r)
“They wrote a śloka in Sanskrit about this content, carved it on a copper plate, and put 
the plate in a chest. They buried the chest at the root of the tīrtha’s wall.”

wa īn maḍmūn rā bar warqī az mis kanda dar ṣandūqī andāḫta dar bīḫ-i dīwār-i ān ‘imārat 
dafn karda būdand. (Pms: 83v; Mms: 64r)
“They carved this content on a copper plate, put the plate in a chest, and buried the 
chest at the root of the building’s wall.”

These examples sufficiently attest that a direct or indirect referential relationship 
between Šāhābābādī’s translation and the Intiḫāb.

The Arabic optative sentences for the Mughal emperors provide us with further 
evidence for investigating the source of the Intiḫāb. In narrating the Battle of Panipat 
and other historical events, on the one hand, the Intiḫāb gives an optative sentence for 
the first emperor Bābur: “May God illuminate his proof (anāra Allāhu burhāna-hu)” (Pms: 
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111r, 112v, 114r; Mms: 84v, 85v, 86v). This is a typical one for a deceased person. When it 
refers to the preceding translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs during the Akbar period, on the 
other hand, the Intiḫāb says of Akbar: “May God extend his reign everlastingly (ḫallada 
Allāhu mulka-hu abadan)” (Pms: 56r; Mms: 43r).29) Likewise, when referring to a Persian 
translation of the Rāmāyaṇa composed under the order of Akbar, he says: “May [God] 
extend his reign, and make the days of his caliphate and graciousness perpetuate (ḫallada 
mulka-hu wa abbada ayyāma ḫilāfata-hu wa ra’fata-hu)” (Pms: 5v; Mms: 5r). In addition, when 
referring to Kashmir’s annexation to the Mughal Empire in 1586, he says of Akbar: “May 
God extend his reign (ḫallada Allāhu mulka-hu)” (Pms: 118v; Mms: 90r). These three latter 
statements refer of course to a living ruler. Moreover, he dates the event in which Akbar 
ordered the translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs as “nowadays (īn zamān)” (Pms: 96r; Mms: 
73r). These examples suggest that the source for the Intiḫāb was composed during Akbar’s 
lifetime, and the Intiḫāb’s author quoted these optative sentences for Akbar from the source 
without alteration although he declares that the Intiḫāb was composed under Ǧahāngīr’s 
order. It seems sufficient to conclude that the source of the Intiḫāb is Šāhābābādī’s Persian 
translation, which is the only surviving work composed during the Akbar period that 
contains the part about Kashmir’s pre-Islamic history, including detailed accounts of the 
reign of all non-Muslim kings from Gonanda I to Koṭā Devī (r. 1339).30)

However, the fact that Šāhābābādī’s translation does not contain optative sentences 
for Akbar at the points where the Intiḫāb puts down rebuts that the latter was directly 
abridged from the former (KRT_P: 54; 348; Lms: 81v),31) since the Intiḫāb itself was 
composed during Ǧahāngīr’s reign, and it is improbable that the Intiḫāb’s author inserted 
these optative sentences for deceased Akbar. We should suppose that somebody else but 
Šāhābābādī inserted these sentences to his translation during Akbar’s lifetime.

The closing sentences of the Intiḫāb may also contribute to supposing an intermediate 
text between Šāhābābādī’s translation and it: wa tā sana-yi nuhṣad u nawad u nuh ki awliyā’-i 
dawlat-i qāhira Kašmīr rā girifta dāḫil-i mamālik-i maḥrūsa-yi Hindūstān sāḫtand wa sāl ba-sāl 
maḏkūr gardīda wa ān rā ḥukm-i intiḫāb na būd. banābar-i ān ḫatam namūda šud (Pms: 118v; 
Mms: 90r-v). Kaul interpreted these sentences as that the history of Kashmir after Šams 
al-Dīn II was written by chroniclers up to the year when Akbar annexed Kashmir, i.e. 999 
AH, possibly reading the relative clauses that qualify “sana-yi…” ends with “girifta” or 
“sāḫtand” (JRT1 introduction, 23–24). In actual, Kashmir was annexed to the Empire in 
995/1586, and the resistance led by Ya‘qūb, a prince of the last Čak ruler Yūsufšāh, ended 

29) In addition, the Intiḫāb contains a Persian optative sentence when referring to the former Persian 
translation of the Rājataraṅgiṇī(s) made at the court of Zayn al-‘Ābidīn (Pms: 96r; Mms: 73r).

30) It is true that the Ā’īn-i Akbarī has the accounts of Kashmir’s pre-Islamic history; however, it 
cannot be the source of the Intiḫāb for the reason that it has only the accounts of selected non-
Muslim kings’ reign (AA: 1, 579–585).

31) A unique appearance of an Arabic optative sentence for Akbar in Šāhābābādī’s translation—
of course, as an optative for a living ruler—is found when he suddenly refers to a near-
contemporary event of Akbar’s stay at Sadāśivapura in Srinagar in translating KRT v. 7. 186 
(KRT_P: 209), which the Intiḫāb does not quote.
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with Akbar’s first royal visit in 997/1589 (Richards 1993: 51; Hasan 2002: 281–285). Neither 
date accords with the account in the Intiḫāb. The year 999 AH does not relate to Kashmiri 
political history. In addition, if we interpret the sentences after ki as relative clauses that 
qualify “sana-yi…,” we cannot confirm where the main clause starts due to the insertions of 
wa (and). In my opinion, this ki should not be interpreted as a relative adjective but simply 
as an explanatory particle, and “tā sana-yi…” qualifies until “sāl ba-sāl maḏkūr gardīda.” In 
other words, the above sentences mean: “the nobles of the conquering dynasty (i.e. court 
historians of the Mughal Empire in addition to commanders)32) obtained [the land of] 
Kashmir…and [even after the annexation] they recorded [the history of Kashmir] every 
year until 999 AH (the year of the source’s compilation). However, because I was not 
ordered to abridge [the remaining part after the end of the counterpart of the ŚRT, this 
book] is finished here.” As we have seen above, 999 AH is the year when Badā’ūnī revised 
Šāhābādī’s translation (MT: 2, 374). Although we cannot draw a confirmed conclusion on 
account of the absence of a manuscript of Badā’ūnī’s revised edition, it is likely that the 
Intiḫāb’s author relied on it in abridging.

In this hypothesis, we can consider two possibilities about the time when the Nīlamata-
based narrative was added. One is when Badā’ūnī (or other person) revised Šāhābādī’s 
translation during Akbar’s lifetime. Another is when the Intiḫāb’s author abridged during 
Ǧahāngīr’s reign. We have no evidence to conclude which one of the two is true. If a 
manuscript of Badā’ūnī’s revised edition is found in the future, we can draw a more 
clarified process of textual transmission after Šāhābādī’s translation.

2-6. Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s unification of historical information
Since there is a referential relationship between the Intiḫāb and the Oms text, and the 

former preceded the latter, we can propose a process of textual transmission as follows. 
First, an anonymous author completed the Intiḫāb between October 1605 and the beginning 
of 1618. Second, Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī received a manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs from 
Ḥaydar Malik and was asked to translate it into Persian. However, Ḥusayn, betraying 
the client, composed the Oms text relying instead on the Intiḫāb and the BS without 
referring to the manuscript. If this is true, the Oms text is not actually a translation but a 
reproduction on the basis of two Persian chronicles from Kashmir.

However, the Oms text suggests that Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī indeed referred to 
the Sanskrit manuscript provided by Ḥaydar Malik. One proof lies in the accounts of 
the Kārkoṭa dynasty corresponding to canto 4 of the KRT. Both the Pms and the Mms 
entirely lack accounts of the reign of the six Kārkoṭa kings after Lalitāditya (r. 724–760)—
Kuvalayāpīḍa, Vajrāditya, Pṛthivyāpīḍa, Saṃgrāmāpīḍa I, Jajja, and Jayāpīḍa—, regarding 
Lalitāpīḍa as the next king of Lalitāditya (Pms: 30r; Mms: 23v). Despite its absence in the 
Intiḫāb, the Oms text partially narrates the reign of Jayāpīḍa and his struggle with Jajja for 

32) Indeed, Niẓām al-Dīn Aḥmad filled up the vacuum of historiography after the end of the ŚRT 
in 1538, possibly on the basis of his own interview (ṬA: 3, 467–506).
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throne. Curiously, this is arranged before Pratāpāditya II’s reign (Oms: 36v–38v), although 
it must be situated after Saṃgrāmāpīḍa I’s reign (KRT: 4, vv. 402–659). If Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī 
Kašmīrī referred only to the Intiḫāb and the BS,33) how did he know about Jayāpīḍa’s reign?

Genealogical information about the Šāhmīrids provides additional evidence that 
Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī referred to the Sanskrit text. On the one hand, according to Kaul’s 
and Slaje’s editions of the JRT, the first sultan Šams al-Dīn had two sons named Ǧamšīd and 
‘Alā’ al-Dīn, who had two sons called Šihāb al-Dīn and Quṭb al-Dīn (JRT1: v 248; JRT2: v 
248). On the other hand, one manuscript of the JRT called Ś3,34) has the variant “putrau (two 
sons)” in place of “pautrau (two grandsons)” in verse 248. It states that Šihāb al-Dīn and 
Quṭb al-Dīn were also Šams al-Dīn’s sons, compared to the variant in the other manuscripts 
stating they were Šams al-Dīn’s grandsons (JRT_Ś3: 295v, ante correctionem).35) In its 
counterpart, Šāhābādī’s translation states that Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s younger 
brother (barādar-i ḫwurd) (Lms: 32v). If the JRT manuscript to which Šāhābādī referred 
had the variant “pautrau” in verse 248, he would write that Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s 
son (pisar). This difference suggests that the Sanskrit manuscript at Akbar’s court in all 
likelihood had, like the Ś3, the variant “putrau” in JRT 248, and Šāhābādī interpreted that 
Šams al-Dīn had four sons. As a result of relying on Šāhābādī’s translation, the Ṭabaqāt-i 
Akbarī, the Gulšan-i Ibrāhīmī, and the Ma’āṯir-i Raḥīmī state that Šams al-Dīn had four sons 
(ṬA: 3, 425; 428; GI: 2, 399; MR: 1, 200).36) The Intiḫāb, like the abovementioned chronicles, 
says that Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s younger brother (Pms: 72r; Mms: 55r). Whereas most 
JRT manuscripts say that Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s son, the “four brothers view” was 
common among Mughal chroniclers between the Akbar period and the early Ǧahāngīr period.37)

33) For the absence of these Kārkoṭa kings’ accounts in the BS, see (Ogura 2011: 47–52).
34) Kashmir University, Oriental Research Library, accession no. 213. Dated Śaka 1785/1863 (JRT1: 

1; JRT2: 39).
35) ŚiraśśāṭakaHindākhyau samabhūṣayatām ubhau | candrārkāv iva tasyāśāṃ śūrau pautrau (putrau) 

guṇocchritau || “[Šams al-Dīn] had two courageous and highly qualified grandsons (“sons” in 
the Ś3) named Śiraśśāṭaka and Hindā who adorned this region, like the Sun and the Moon.” An 
anonymous scribe added the word “pau” at the right margin of JRT_Ś3 folio 295v.

36) The Ā’īn-i Akbarī also states that Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s smaller brother, though giving 
the unique information that Quṭb al-Dīn was a son of Ḥasan al-Dīn (sic.) (AA: 1, 577). The 
appearance of unidentified Ḥasan al-Dīn is possibly due to the textual problem on the base 
manuscript which Brochmann utilized in his edition.

37) This finding will refute the stemma of the JRT manuscripts established by Kaul (JRT1: 10); 
according to his theory, the Ś3 variants would have not transmitted to the Persian translation.
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Figure 2:  The Genealogy of the Šāhmīrids from the JRT editions

Figure 3:  The Genealogy of the Šāhmīrids from the JRT_Ś3, Šāhābādī’s translation, 
Muġal Persian chronicles, and the Intiḫāb

In contrast to those Persian texts, the BS and the Oms text clearly state that Šihāb al-Dīn 
was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s son (BS: 19r; Oms: 104r). This alternative genealogy possibly derived 
from the manuscript of the Rājataraṅgiṇīs owned by the BS’s author, which may have had 
the variant “pautra” in the JRT verse 248. If this is the case, how did Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī 
who referred to both the BS and the Intiḫāb choose the information given by the BS 
rejecting the Intiḫāb’s counterpart as a false? What was Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī’s criterion? 
The fact that he rejected the BS’s accounts of Kashmir’s pre-Islamic history beginning with 
Pravarasena’s reign shows that he saw the BS as less reliable than the Intiḫāb. However, if 
he automatically deferred to the Intiḫāb when accounts were contradictory, he could not 
have chosen the genealogy from the BS. To clarify which one was more reliable, Ḥusayn b. 
‘Alī Kašmīrī should have referred to the original JRT, and the Oms account here seems to 
be based on the JRT verse 343.38)

To sum up, I draw the following process of compilation. First, an anonymous author 
epitomized the preceding Rājataraṅgiṇīs translation during the Ǧahāngīr period before 
1618, calling it the Intiḫāb-i Tārīḫ-i Kašmīr. Second, in 1027 AH (before Rabī‘ al-awwal 8, 
between December 29, 1617 and March 4, 1618), Ḥaydar Malik gave a manuscript of the 
Rājataraṅgiṇīs to Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī, asking to have it translated into Persian. However, 
being less skilled in Sanskrit than Ḥaydar Malik had supposed, Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī 
composed the Oms text relying mainly on the preceding two Persian texts—the Intiḫāb 

38) Both the JRT and the Oms state Šihāb al-Dīn was ‘Alā’ al-Dīn’s son at the story that Yoginīs 
give predictions to him and his companions.
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and the BS—, instead of translating from the manuscript. When he found contradictions 
between the two sources, he checked the manuscript. In doing so, he discovered the 
Intiḫāb’s lack regarding the Kārkoṭa kings and tried to fill the vacuum. The curious 
accounts in the Oms of Jayāpīḍa’s reign are resulted from these efforts. Regarding the 
Šāhmīrid genealogy, he thought the account in the BS was reliable because the manuscript 
had the variant “pautra” at the JRT verse 248. In addition, he added the information about 
the Candra/Rayna clan and the anecdotes about Sufis, understanding the client’s intension. 
In other words, Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī unified two transmission lines from Šāhābādī’s 
translation and the BS. Third, after receiving the Oms text from Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī Kašmīrī, 
Ḥaydar Malik completed his TḤM. He further interpolated a number of narratives on 
Islamic history such as the origin of the Būyids, Manṣūr’s construction of Baghdad, 
anecdotes about local Sufis, introductions to curious places in the valley, his personal 
memories, and Persian poems. The revised process of textual transmission is shown in the 
table below.39)

Figure 4:  Revised genealogy of textual transmission
* The Nīlamata-based narrative was inserted in the processes of Badā’ūnī’s revision or 
making the Intiḫāb. Because of the impossibility to conclude that it was inserted on 
which one of the two occasions, I draw arrows with broken lines.

From the above analysis, we can highlight the importance of the Intiḫāb in the history 
of Persian historiography of Kashmir as follows: 1) The Intiḫāb serves as a clue to suppose 
the contents of the missing parts of Šāhābādī’s translation. Since all three surviving 
manuscripts of his translation are fragments, they lack the counterparts of KRT canto 8, 
verses 136 to 2769, and ZRT canto 2, after verse 141. Although the Intiḫāb is an abridged 
work, we can, to some extent, make presumptions about the missing parts since it survives 
in its entirety. In particular, the fact that the Intiḫāb skips from the reign of Šams al-Dīn 
II in 1538 to Akbar’s annexation of Kashmir in 1586 suggests that the appendices of 

39) Now that the process of the TḤM’s compilation has been clarified, Chitralekha Zutshi’s 
arguments about this work which lack adequate philological analyses are not defensible (Zutshi 
2013: 206–210; Zutshi 2014: 86–88; 92–108). I am preparing another paper on Ḥaydar Malik’s 
historiography.
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the ŚRT were not dedicated to Akbar, and Šāhābādī’s translation ends where the ŚRT 
ends. Therefore, the ṬA’s and the AA’s accounts on the history of Kashmir after 1539 are 
presumably not based on the Rājataraṅgiṇīs. 2) The Intiḫāb is the earliest surviving work 
that records the Nīlamata-based narrative of the creation of Kashmir. This narrative is 
commonly found in the Persian chronicles of Kashmir composed after 1618 (TNK: 5r–7r; 
WK: 27–28). The Intiḫāb’s text should be regarded as the archetype in Persian. Indeed, 
the Intiḫāb maintains a faithful transliteration of Jalodbhava (the being who originated 
in water), namely ǦLDBHW, although Ḥaydar Malik and other historians misread the 
demon’s name as Jaladeva (god of water) and transcribed it as ǦLDYW.

3. Text

3-1. Editorial Policy
In the collated text, the Mms forms the basis. Variants on the Pms are footnoted 

with the abbreviation “پ.” In addition, in consideration of the importance of this text as 
a historical source, I add supposed former transcriptions of corrupted spellings found 
on both manuscripts at the footnotes with the abbreviation “اصلاح.” When a supposed 
transcription is footnoted according to the following sources, I credit the Persian 
abbreviations:
1) KRT_P “ک”: from the account of Gonanda I’s reign to the counterpart of the KRT’s 
ending (Pms 3r to 56v; Mms 2v to 43v).
2) Lms “ل”: from the counterpart of the JRT’s beginning to the counterpart of the ZRT v. 
2.140 (Lms: 98v) where the text of the Lms interrupts (Pms 56v to 102v; Mms 43v to 78r).40)

3) ṬA, vol. 3 “ط”: the remaining part (Pms 102v to the end; Mms 78r to the end).41)

 without a reference means: a) supposed Arabic transcription of a Sanskrit word ”اصلاح“
found in counterparts of the Sanskrit texts of the Nīlamata Purāṇa and the Rājataraṅgiṇīs. 
The method of supposition is based on Šāhābādī’s and the epitomizer’s inclinations in 
transcribing other Sanskrit loanwords; b) corrections of miswritten Arabic and Persian words.

Folio numbers of the Pms are enclosed by the brackets “[ ].”
Folio numbers of the Mms are enclosed by the brackets “< >.”
For Arabic transliterations of Sanskrit personal and topographical names, as far as I 

could identify, I interpolate their original words in the Rājataraṇgiṇīs, which are enclosed 
by the parenthesis “( ).”

In order to facilitate readability, I change the spellings of Persian words from those on 
the manuscripts according to a generally accepted Persian orthography in the following cases:

40) In addition, the supposed transcription of Pārvatī (PARBTY) at the beginning of the Intiḫāb (n. 
1) is relying on the transcription on the Lms.

41) Through a textual comparison of text of the surviving folios of the Lms and its counterpart of 
the ṬA (ṬA: 3, 424–447), I found the latter epitomizes the text of the former without substantial 
alternation. I thus utilize the ṬA on behalf of the missing folios of the Lms. It is true, however, 
that the quality of emendations in this part inferiors to the former part.
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1) When a single ha alone is spelled notwithstanding a plural suffix hā is added after a silent 
h, I add another ha, e.g. “نامها” for “نامه ها.”
2) When an infinitive ī is spelled as a hamza on a silent h, or a past participle of a verb has a 
second-person singular suffix, I separate h and ī adding an alif between the two characters 
for fear of confusing them with an iḍāfa, e.g. “خانۀ” for “خانه ای.”
3) When a word whose spelling ends with a silent h has an iḍāfa relationship to the next 
word, I add a hamza on the h even if it is not spelled on the manuscripts.
4) When an Arabic accusative form is used as an adverb, I add a tanwīn on its alif.
5) When a ba is used instead of a pa notwithstanding the character represents the phonetic 
value of p, I change the ba for a pa, e.g. “بای تخت” for “پای تخت.”
6) When a ǧīm is used instead of a ča notwithstanding the character represents the phonetic 
value of č, I change the ǧīm for a ča, e.g. “جون” for “چون.”
7) When a kāf is used instead of a gāf notwithstanding the character represents the phonetic 
value of g, I change the kāf for a gāf, e.g. “کفت” for “گفت.”
8) I revise unintended mistakes in writing including repetitions of a same word. Their 
original spellings on the Mms are shown as “اصل” on the footnotes.
9) Personal and topographical names are transliterated in various ways according to the 
appearances on the manuscripts. These homogenized transcriptions are shown at the 
footnotes.

Postscript:
The sad news of the death of my teacher of Persian Kazuyuki Kubo reached me during 

the process of revising the manuscript. With great respect, I dedicate this paper to the 
memory of him, recalling his strict but instructive seminar of the Ḥabīb al-Siyar.
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